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Feel Familiar?

A Simple Activity to Try…

Create a simple log on your computer (Word, Excel, etc.).

Record every instance you lose time to teach.

Date Time Activity
9.13.10 9:15‐10:00 IEP meeting

9.14.10 1:30‐2:00 Whole school assembly

9.16.10 11:30‐11:40 Fire drill

9.16.10 12:00‐2:30 Early dismissal, PD

Total Time Lost: 1999-2000 School Year

Activities Total Minutes Number of 4.5 Hour Instructional Days
Band 1260 4.67

Chorus 1640 6.074

Literacy PD 310 1.146

Early Release for PD 600 2.22

Early Release for Holidays 600 2.22

Morning Announcements 900 3.27

PM Safety Patrol 900 3.27

Delayed Openings…Snow 600 2.22

All School Meetings 125 0.4628

Other Assemblies 440 1 629Other Assemblies 440 1.629

Guest Speakers 170 0.63

Fire Drills/Lock Down Drills/Bus Safety 41 0.15

Artist in Residence 65 0.407

Nurse Visits (scoliosis, hearing, etc.) 15 0.06

State Testing 255 0.94

End-of-Year Trips and Activities 720 2.67

Meetings/Trainings 320 1.184

School Pictures 30 0.12

Book Fair Preview 30 0.12

Total 9,021 33.41
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Real Time to Teach

Time to Teach Explanation

5 hours and 5 minutes This is the total expected instructional time when all of the separate 
expectations (like 60 minutes for reading, 60 minutes for math, etc.) 
were combined.

4 hours and 30 This is the amount of teaching time in a normal school day (a six-
minutes hour day minus 45 minutes for lunch/recess and specials).

3 hours and 40 
minutes

This is the average amount of instructional time we actually had 
when all interruptions were factored in.

RY1

Research Methods…
Interviewed colleagues

Read articles, books, blogs, websites

Wrote a lot
Journal entries
EEssays
Personal reflections

Goals of this Webinar…
Explore the fundamental question: How can we stay healthy 
and balanced so that we can thrive as teachers?

Look at habits and routines of…

Basic needs (healthy food, exercise, hydration, etc.)

Sense of belonging

Sense of significance

Sense of competence

Sense of fun

How we balance work and home 

Note: this is just a sneak-peek into the book…there’s so 
much more!
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RY1 Not sure what is meant by "specials." Special occasions?
ryoung, 9/8/2010
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Poll QuestionPoll Question

Basic Needs: What Are They?

Food

Hydration

Exercise

Sleep

Spiritual renewal

Common Unhealthy Patterns

Skip breakfast/lunch

Unhealthy snacks (candy, soda, etc.)

Intentional dehydration (“I don’t have time to pee!”)

Ski  i  (“I’ll t t ki  t t k ”)Skip exercise (“I’ll start working out next week.”)

Sleep deprivation (“I’ll catch up on the weekend!”)

Overwork and neglect battery-rechargers (walks in woods, 
fun books, friends, music, etc.)
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New Routines to Consider
Keep healthy foods stocked at school…breakfast, lunch, 
snacks.

Build exercise routines into school schedule. Make it a part 
of going to work.

Keep an exercise logKeep an exercise log.

Buddy-up with a colleague for bathroom breaks.

Schedule down-time.

8:00-9:00 PM: read on the couch

Saturday: non-work day…hiking, gardening, etc.

Belonging: What Is It?

Basic human motivator

Need to be part of a community

Connect with others

Accepted for who we are

Known for our strengths

Common Belonging Pitfalls

Colleagues: We don’t make time for meaningful 
collaboration.

Students: We focus too much on content, not enough 
on students.

Families: We spend too much time reactively.

Greater education community: We fail to 
connect outside of our school.
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New Routines to Consider

Schedule weekly collegial time: breakfast, 
planning time, happy hour…

Plan time to connect daily with students.

Contact families early and often.

Write a blog. Attend a workshop. Join a 
social network. Connect!

Sense of Significance

Quick Write—Choose one of the following 
questions and write for 60 seconds:

Why did you enter the teaching profession? 

What do you hope to accomplish as a teacher? What do you hope to accomplish as a teacher? 

What is one strong belief you have about teaching and 
learning?

Common Pitfalls: Significance

We drown in minutiae.

We spend time and energy in the wrong places.

We don’t track/notice the ways we’re significant.

We lose track of our sense of purpose: Why did we get into 
teaching in the first place?
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Ways to Enhance Significance

Spend more time on work that’s meaningful and in line with 
our belief system.

Join a meaningful committee or team.

J l b ild  ti  f ti i  th  i t t k th t Journal…build a routine of noticing the important work that 
we’re doing.

Mentor a new teacher…take on an intern.

Create a portfolio.

Sense of Competence

Vital for a sense of workplace happiness

Simple…elusive for many

Teachers struggle with thisTeachers struggle with this

Must be able to self-diagnose

Teachers Who Know They’re Good…
Are more persistent.

Work harder.

Have more enthusiasm for teaching.

Are less critical of students who make errors.

Have more goals and aspirations.

Are more open to new ideas.

Have a greater commitment to teaching.

Tschannen-Moran, M., & Woolfork, A. (2001.) Teacher efficacy: Capturing an elusive 
construct. Teaching and Teacher Education, 17(7), 783-805.
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Common Competence Pitfalls

We’re dependent on others’ approval (adult praise 
junkies).

We deflect compliments.

It’s easy to use self-deprecating humor and negative y p g g
self-talk.

We set fuzzy or unrealistic goals.
“My goal is to be the best teacher I can be!”
“My goal is for all of my students to love science!”

Competence Mind-Set Shifts

Practice accurate self-assessment.

“I know this math lesson was good because…”

Accept compliments.
“Thank you!”y

Practice positive self-talk. 

“I’m proud of the math lesson I taught today.”

We set measurable and realistic goals.
“My goal is to keep my math lesson to 10 minutes of direct teaching.”

Practical Goal Setting Example

Observe and 
Collect Data

• Students seem to be drifting at the end of math lessons. Are they going too long?
• Time lessons, watch when students seem to start drifting.

Examine Data and 
Generate Ideas

• Direct teaching lessons last about 25 minutes; half the class drifting by 13 minutes.
• Idea: shorten lesson to 12 minutes.
• Idea: do a movement activity right before the lesson.

Choose a Goal

• I’m going to try to keep lessons to 12 minutes or less.

Assess

• Students have been more focused.
• I’ve had more time for one-on-one coaching.

Next Steps

• I’m going to consider shortening whole-class direct instruction time in other subject 
areas.
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Why Fun? (The Power of Positive Engagement)

Basic human need

More committed to teaching when we enjoy it

More positive energy for studentsMore positive energy for students

More able to handle stress in positive ways

Fun: Common Pitfalls

We’ll have fun when we get caught up with our 
“real” work.

School is about learning, not fun.

Testing and scripted curricula make it so we can’t 
teach the way we used to.

We keep too much distance between ourselves 
and our colleagues and students.

Having Fun Every Day

The work itself should be fun/engaging.

Breathe life into our curricula…get creative and 
be playful.

Enjoy our colleagues and students.
Fantasy happy hour

Baseball card collecting club

Inject humor/fun into daily interactions
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Balance: The Great Challenge!

Balance…Some Key Ideas

We can’t do it all.

Carve out time for non-negotiables.

Figure out what not to do.

Learn to say “no.”

Leverage Our Strict Schedule

Build healthy and balanced routines.

Build personal time into the pattern of your 
school schedule.

Create a schedule and write it down!
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Closing Thoughts

Take small steps.

Start now.

Take care of yourself first!

To Learn More…

Order a copy of The Well-Balanced Teacher
at ASCD’s online bookstore.

Also, come connect with others about 
this topic on The Well-Balanced Teacher
Facebook page!
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